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Cryptography, the science of secret writing, is the biggest, baddest security tool in the
application programmer's arsenal. Cryptography provides three services that are crucial in
secure programming. These include a cryptographic cipher that protects the secrecy of your
data; cryptographic certificates, which prove identity (authentication); and digital signatures,
which ensure your data has not been damaged or tampered with.This book covers
cryptographic programming in Java. Java 1.1 and Java 1.2 provide extensive support for
cryptography with an elegant architecture, the Java Cryptography Architecture (JCA). Another
set of classes, the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE), provides additional cryptographic
functionality. This book covers the JCA and the JCE from top to bottom, describing the use of
the cryptographic classes as well as their innards.The book is designed for moderately
experienced Java programmers who want to learn how to build cryptography into their
applications. No prior knowledge of cryptography is assumed. The book is peppered with useful
examples, ranging from simple demonstrations in the first chapter to full-blown applications in
later chapters.Topics include:The Java Cryptography Architecture (JCA)The Java Cryptography
Extension (JCE)Cryptographic providersThe Sun key management toolsMessage digests,
digital signatures, and certificates (X509v3)Block and stream ciphersImplementations of the
ElGamal signature and cipher algorithmsA network talk application that encrypts all data sent
over the networkAn email application that encrypts its messagesCovers JDK 1.2 and JCE 1.2.

Cryptography isn't all there is to security. But rendering information unintelligible to those without
the proper key usually plays a big role in any networked data-sharing system. Java Cryptography
shows the Java programmer (with or without crypto experience) how to implement ciphers, keys,
and other data-obscuring techniques in Java.The Java language includes lots of classes that are
designed to facilitate cryptography, and this book explores them in depth. Key management
classes, random-number generators, signed applets, and other parts of the Java security
mechanism get attention in these pages. But most interesting are the author's examples. He has
written a complete implementation of the ElGamal cipher as a provider in the framework of the
Java Security API. If you want to understand how the Provider Architecture works, this is what
you need to examine. Don't look here for an explanation of the mathematics, however.In addition
to his discussions and examples for individual pieces of the cryptography infrastructure and his
implementation of the ElGamal system, Knudsen includes two nifty crypto-enabled programs: a
chat system and an e-mail system.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About
the AuthorJonathan Knudsen is an author at O'Reilly & Associates. His books include The
Unofficial Guide to Lego Mindstorms Robots, Java 2D Graphics, and Java Cryptography. He is
the Courseware Writer for LearningPatterns.com.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition



edition.
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Thomas W P Slatin, “Best Java Cryptography Book Ever!. This is the best book about Java
cryptography I have ever seen. Believe me, as a web developer, I've seen and read many
books. This one is by far the most useful, and most affordable. I definately recommend it to
anyone  who is serious about Java security!”

Thomas Paul, “One of the best books on the subject. Are you concerned about someone outside
your company intercepting a password between your applet and your server? Are you worried
about someone inside your company using a packet sniffer to capture the credit card numbers
of your customers? No? Well, perhaps you should be! As a first step towards closing your
security holes you should pick up a copy of "Java Cryptography". This book is written for the
experienced Java developer with no cryptography background who needs to build cryptography
into their application. The book starts off with a brief description of secure systems and
demonstrates a "Hello zoT1WY1NJA0=!" program. It then gives a fairly detailed description of
cryptographic concepts and the Java Cryptography Architecture (JCA). Subsequent chapters
discuss how to use the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE). Chapter 5 covers generating and
managing symmetric and asymmetric keys with an explanation of the difference. Chapter 6
discusses authenticating users and messages. Signatures and certificates are covered. Chapter
7 covers encryption techniques using different types of ciphers. Chapter 8 covers signing
applets. The last chapters include sample encrypted chat and e-mail programs. The end result is
a book that provides excellent coverage of cryptography in Java. The only defect in the book is
that it is three years old (Java 2 was in beta). Fortunately, the book was written recently enough
to include the new utilities used in Java 2. Even though a new edition is desirable, "Java
Cryptography" still stands alone as the best book available on this topic.”

3+4=5, “Review of Java Cryptography/Jonathan Knudsen. Java Cryptography (Java Series)

  
  
The book is written very well. It starts simple with explanations of principles of Cryptography
and shows its usage on simple examples. Then Java Sun classes for Cryptography are
presented and again their usage is demonstrated on examples which are never difficult to



understand and thoroughly commented. Then more theory and more examples follow. Terms
used and explained are Keys, Key Generators and Translators, Authentication, Integrity,
Encryption, Signatures, Certificates.The strength of the book is in the fact that the reader is able
to start with Java Cryptography rather fast. The examples are easy to understand and fully
explained. The book is not trivial and it is good to know something about random number
generators and have a good grasp of Java programming and Java socket programming in
particular, even knowledge of awt GUI principles is useful. Java professionals who intend to
devote their work to Cryptography should find this book very helpful.The coverage of this book
ends with JDK 1.2 - we have JDK 1.6 now when this review is being written. It actually may be a
strength. Instead of trying to grasp latest software features attention may be more diverted to
principles which is always a good thing.  Generally, I would recommend this book”

Li-fan Chen, “undefined. There's no better first book on cryptography for a programmer to buy.
You get a great deal of exposure to an important facet of network security through this little gem.
It's friendly and to the point.The Java API is excellent--but the idea of cryptography is little odd to
the everyday web or network application programmer. Having someone to kindly bridge the
crypto-what-ja-ma-call-its to a world of how-do-i-wrap-it-around-my-web-or-mail-service is
simply priceless. There's NO silly cryptomath (because only those cryptoexperts get the math
anyway) but instead it's filled with no-nonsense coverage of how each and every common crypto
engine and crypto-"protocol" takes your stream of data and converts them to cryptograms. If you
always like to learn as MUCH as you could about a particular computational wonder tool before
tackling a project without turning your brain to mush with research mathematics--you'll like this
book.It's just one of those books I wished I read a lot earlier so I won't have an excuse to avoid
APIs that exposes applied cryptography to network applications all these years. I highly
recommend this book before you head on to the math of it.It's too bad the SSL/TLS API for Java
never made it into this first edition (it did make it into O'Reilly's latest Java network programming
book though).Any one know of a book just like this one but for another language like C or Perl?
With a book like this you don't need to explain it all over again--but illustration and snippets of
code showing how to use the various APIs in other languages would be useful. I think if the
author is willing to dabble into all of these issues and give away his findings on a book website it
will be just AWESOME! A second edition of said book with all of these issues covered would be
just grand too :-)P.S. When I started learning Perl I first bought Mastering Regular Expression.
Because I felt that with Perl--it really simplifies one's ability to play with streams of text. And what
better way to learn the language (especially if you know some basics about it) than to learn what
it is brilliant at right away?! That's how I felt about Java Cryptography. The way Java makes
network programming not only easy.. but also fun to add in complexities like security and
cryptography makes it a very enjoyable programming language to work with as a student or as a
programmer. This is the sort of book you'll want to read ASAP once you get the basics of Java
the language down! :-)”



The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.1. 11 people have provided feedback.
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